
Quickly identify font usage issues in creative projects and see the steps to resolution with 

 Font Risk Assessment Report.Connect + Insight’s

Font Risk Reports That Identify 
Serious Licensing Problems

62.4% of creative professionals worry about 
unlicensed fonts and digital assets.* 


It’s time to take the pressure off with a fast pre-
production audit that reports font usage and 
font license risks to fix before it’s too late. 

Run Font Risk Assessment Reports for Adobe 
files at any point during the creative process, no 
matter where the files are stored.



The report streamlines the auditing process by 
quickly summarizing potential font usage and 
licensing risks and suggesting resolution steps, 
all in an accessible PDF format.

Faster And Easier Pre-Production Audits
Creative leaders appreciate these report benefits:

+ Reduces the risk of both costly reworks and legal 
disputes.  

+ Audits on-demand to avoid last-minute issues.

+ Works within preferred tools to minimize disruption  
to project workflows. 

+ Evidence of compliance adds value to final 
deliverables.  

+ Protects brand integrity internally and for clients. 

+ Saves budget: informs font purchase and 

repurchase decisions.
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Upload font End User 
License Agreements 
(EULAs) to your 
library.

Use Project Risk 
Scanning to scan 
Adobe files for font 
usage risks.

Receive your Font 
Risk Assessment 
Report, a PDF 
summary of font 
issues with steps  
to correct 

identified problems.

Follow 
recommended steps 
to resolve identified 
font usage risks.

https://www.extensis.com/products/connect-insight?utm_source=content&utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=MK_GLOBAL_Evergreen_se_rar_one_sheet_Content&utm_content=Content&utm_term=Connect+++Insight
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The Power To Report On Real 
Project Risks

Point. Scan. Export Report. 

Only available with Connect + Insight—part of the 
first Creative Intelligence Suite built to both 
empower creative teams and manage creative risk.

Take a tour to see  in action.Connect + Insight

TAKE A TOUR
“Extensis has been instrumental in enabling our 

company to operate efficiently, maintain compliance, 
and seamlessly manage fonts and user access for an 

extended period.”

– Keith Clements, Senior Director, 

Strategic Operations, SANDOW Design Group 

The report identifies the following font problems:  

+ Missing fonts—including system and subscription fonts

+ Outdated font formats—including PostScript Type 1 

+ Unlicensed fonts

+ Expired and soon-to-expire font licenses

+ Overutilized font licenses—fonts installed on more 
systems than the license allows

By identifying issues and logical solutions immediately, 
the Font Risk Assessment Report also saves teams 
serious time compared to manual audits, especially when 
multiple issues are present. 

*Third-party survey of 245 creatives in roles spanning 
IT, project management, operations, and leadership 
conducted December 2023-January 2024. 
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